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Abstract 

Plants are important for the animals in the earth, not only humans but also fishes and 

mammals. They offered us oxygens and takes in carbon dioxide, clean the water and 

the air, and the body of ancient died plants becomes the oil and coal that supporting 

human beings for hundreds of years till now.  

Two specific animals are listed in here due to its hidden ‘magic’. The first one is 

called GOJI, also known as the wolfberry. The special part of GOJI is that it can 

change the taste system once you eat it. To be more specific, after eating, you will 

taste sweet if you have eaten lemon. Another plant that is introduced here is called, 

Colocasia Esculenta, or just its roots – TARO. TARO is eatable once cooked 

thoroughly, and said to be health. However, it has a defense system that if you cut 

or peer it without wearing protection, the skin that in contact with the cutting section 

and the juice will be itchy due to the chemicals contained in juice.  

Every existence must have a reason. Darwin predict the revolution of the livings in 

Earth. If it is useful, cam help you produce more generation, live more easily, or in 

another word “survive”, then it can stay; if not, it will die. That’s how we have fish 

can survive deep in the sea without sunlight, the plants that can eat insects, the 

animals that can fake death and us, the humans that can do things that is beyond the 

imagination of any animals. 

Since humans are living in the exactly same world with all those creatures. It is never 

too much to ask ourselves to withhold some curiosity towards them. Everything that 

exist here have a reason. That works for everything in this world, same as us. Be 

open-minded and let the world to surprise you.  


